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A New ‘Research
Data Mechanics’
Introduction
Research metadata forms the information network that connects researchers,
research institutions, funders, publishers, and research service providers together.
How well information flows across this community has direct implications on how
well research activity can be supported, and fundamentally how efficiently we can
move research forward.
Through highlighting six recent advances in research infrastructure, this
whitepaper seeks to recast how we think about metadata - not as a series of
static records, but as objects that move between systems and organizations.
By understanding the mechanics of how this occurs, we come closer to
understanding our roles in the system, not just as consumers of information, but
as research information citizens with responsibilities to the information with
which we interact.

Consider the
following structure:
A publication, published and classified. A product of funded research. Authored
by researchers who are affiliated to institutions. Referencing, and referenced by, an
external network of ideas.
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The research community has
been building towards a new
understanding of research
information management.

This canonical publication molecule represents so much of the research
landscape. In its creation lies not only the story of academic endeavor and
discovery, but also in the decision to fund it; the choices made and processes
followed to publish it; and the institutional efforts to support its authors in their
employ. Beyond its creation, this simple structure continues to have influence.
It collects citations, and other alternative measures of attention, which have
popularly and collectively become known as altmetrics. When aggregated,
at its hinges it provides a window into the overall performance of funders,
research institutes, research groups, and researchers. It describes existing
and past patterns of collaboration, and helps inform decisions around new
collaboration opportunities.

A publication molecule also travels through research information systems,
research websites, subject databases, research reporting tools, reference
managers and more, all the time gathering further context and value. When
properly constructed, this humble representation of a publication speeds
up the support structures of research.Yet until recently, the descriptions
of publications were so poorly constructed and communicated across
organizational boundaries as to introduce a systematic amnesia within
the research landscape. Almost without exception, at every organizational
boundary this information was dropped or withheld, and then rekeyed into
the next system, or expensive processes employed to derive the necessary
descriptions from the source documentation. The idea that information
collected for one purpose in one community could freely flow, repurposed,
into the processes of another community has taken a back seat in first
and even second generation conceptions of how research workflows are
facilitated online.

Slowly but surely, the research community has been building towards a
new understanding of research information management. Movements such
as EuroCRIS and VIVO have raised the profile of research information
management within institutions. In response to the growing data burden on
researchers from institutions, funders and governments, modern research
information management systems are no longer mirrors of paper based
forms, but instead maximize the value of existing research metadata. Within
institutions, the integration between repositories and research information
systems have radically improved information flows, and created new
networks of collaboration between research administrators, library staff, and
IT services.

Across organizational and international boundaries, ORCID is playing a
transformative role in establishing a trust network between researchers, research
institutions, funders, and publishers. Funders and publishers are also increasingly
embracing their responsibilities as metadata providers back to the research
ecosystem. In recent times, the quality of publication records to Pubmed and
CrossRef has increased dramatically, and a growing number of funders across
the globe are increasing the availability and quality of funder metadata.
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The net effect of these advances is that the research community has a new set
of expectations about how research information is handled.
1. S ystems that support data flows across organizational boundaries are
superseding systems that require manual intervention to shift
information around.

A new research information
citizenship is emerging.

2. Research support processes are evolving, challenging assumptions about
supporting research in a disconnected environment.
3. As system boundaries disappear, a new research information citizenship
is emerging based on trust networks of researchers, institutions, funding
bodies, publishers, and research service providers.

To date, the role of research information has mostly centred around record
keeping. With the widespread standardization of data flows, we are now in a
position to interact with our newfound wealth of data. Progress in research
information management can now be described not only in terms of what
research information looks like, but how it moves, and the positive effect that
this movement has upon research processes.
Enough information infrastructure is in place to reimagine the digital existence
of research, be it descriptions of publications, grants and contracts, people,
infrastructure, and organizations as objects in themselves, all particles traveling
through a research ecosystem with cause and effect on the world around them.

To borrow from Newton, our task is to define the new “laws of motion” for
research information. It is time to conceive of a new Research Data Mechanics
that brings to the fore the ways in which information travels through systems
and, in the process, to create a template for a more efficient research cycle.
In the case of classical mechanics, these laws of motion are determined by
the forces felt by the particle. In the case of Research Data Mechanics, our
particles are items of data and the underlying laws of motion are university,
government, publisher, and funder policies and practices.

It is time to conceive of
a new Research Data
Mechanics that brings to
the fore the ways in which
information travels through
systems and, in the process,
to create a template for a
more efficient research cycle.

This paper illustrates the ideas of Research Data Mechanics by examining
six recent advances in research infrastructure:
1. The increasing availability of publication information to research institutions.
2. The transformative effect of ORCID.
3. The disentanglement of system silos from research workflows.
4. The connection of collaborative environments into the research ecosystem.
5. The expanding network of research particles to cover research grants.
6. The rise of organizational context: an increasing shift from internal to
externally linked identifiers.
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Advance 1: The increasing
availability of publication information
to research institutions
Adopting a Research Data Mechanics view of the research
landscape, we see an expanding network of systems that are
connected with minimal latency. These connections change the
nature of what can be easily valued by the research system, and
empower universities to do more with the information they have.
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Research institutions are perhaps those that have the most to gain from
improved flows of research information. These organizations occupy a
sometimes uneasy position at the juncture between researchers, publishers,
funders and governments. They are rarely in a position to completely
mediate all processes that a researcher engages with. Consequently, research
institutions have faced significant challenges in discovering and collecting
information on research publication, often only after they have been
published in journals or by catching up on the execution of research grants
after they have been awarded by funders.
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With publications management in particular, the sheer volume of material
created by a research institution each year makes manual recording of
these records across a broad cohort of researchers impractical, or at
least exorbitantly expensive. In response to this challenge, systems such as
Symplectic Elements have shifted institutional workflows away from asking
researchers (or administrators) to rekey their publications into university
recordkeeping systems, and towards processes that leverage global publication
data sources to identify publications that likely belong to the researcher.
From the perspective of the researcher, the work being asked of them by
the institution has shifted from, 'Can you please tell us everything about your
publications (again)?' to, 'We think this is yours, could you please confirm?'.

Unburdened by the
limitations of manual data
entry, the information
reclaimed from publication
data sources is richer, and
crucially contains publication
identifiers such as DOIs.

This shift illustrates the first example of cyclical movement of metadata
about a publication across organizational boundaries. Publication metadata
that has made its way from a publisher’s submission platform and review
system, into publication, then onward to discovery and citation outside of
the research institution is effectively glued back into the research institution.
Having been reattached to an institutional context through a research
information management system, the publication metadata gains additional
context. It is linked to researchers within departments, to institutional grant
records and potentially to a number of classification systems. Armed with this
extra information, research institutions are not only able to construct richer
internal representations of who they are and what they do, but also share these
representations with the broader community through research profiles. At their
best, these profiles increase the ability of students to find supervisors, companies
to find research partners and researchers to find collaborators. Because these
profiles increase the likelihood of research talent being discovered, these systems
increase the latent serendipity of an institution's research.
Integration with an external world of information offers advantages that go
well beyond reducing administrative overhead. In moving from 'data entry' to
'data glue', a second transformation occurs. Unburdened by the limitations of
manual data entry, the information reclaimed from publication data sources
is richer, and crucially contains publication identifiers such as DOIs. Through
the leveraging of these identifiers, institutional research information systems
move from being inwardly focused, to information nets capable of linking
through to updated citation counts and altmetrics. A live connection to
the continuing journey of a publication has been established, allowing an
institution to regularly construct up-to-date bibliometric views of research
performance and attention at multiple organizational levels of the institution.
For citations sources, analysis previously limited to the whole organization,
can now easily be broken down by department. For altmetrics sources,
something even more transformative occurs: an ability for institutions
to react to metrics in ‘real time’ - actively contributing to the process of
attracting broader engagement with research.
Altmetric for Institutions for instance, allows institutions to integrate their
research information systems with live measures of attention including news
articles, policy documents, Wikipedia citations and social media attention.
What made this possible was the now standard capability of research
information systems to comprehensively store for each publication a set of
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articles, policy documents, Wikipedia citations, and social media attention. What made this
possible was the now standard capability of CRIS systems to comprehensively store for
each publication a set of DOIs, Pubmed IDs, and other external identifiers. Using this data,
Altmetrics for Institutions was able to provide ‘live’ departmental and researcher level
measures of attention. These
canIDs,
also
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by savvy
institutions
create
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DOIs,data
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andbe
other
external
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Altmetrics
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in
a
research
system
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Through
the
simple
act
of
upwards of 100,000 new data points about its publications, with new information added daily
connecting existing publication information to Altmetric for Institutions, a large
1
.
comprehensive institution can expect to see upwards of 100,000 new data
points about its publications, with new information added daily.

Altmetrics also introduce another dimension to bibliometric analysis namely, the ability to intervene. Historically, scholarly attention to articles
(or citations) accumulates with such a lag that it is difficult to significantly
change the attention garnered by an article. The principal method of effecting
change has been presenting at seminars and conferences to “sell” an article
to an academic audience. With Altmetric for Institutions, institutions are
empowered to immediately discover discussions about their research and
take action to either engage new communities or promote the research
more heavily. Using interesting discussions identified in the tracking of
altmetrics is one way of building further relationships with alumni. Typically,
this may not be in scholarly forums but rather in equally valuable discussions
with local communities, industry, professional or alumni groups.

Data is not simply glued
together in situ, it is
enhanced in its motion
through systems, and
the speed at which it
moves matters.

Number of mentions

The use of altmetric data in this way creates another pressure on the collection
of publications information: the need for an institution to identify a published
article as soon as it appears.The cycle of data collection changes from annual to
continuous. An additional requirement is that for any given publication record,
there is as little latency as possible as it moves from research information
systems to systems that track altmetrics. Data is not simply glued together in
situ, it is enhanced in its motion through systems, and the speed at which it
moves matters.

Advance 2: The transformative effect
of ORCID
With the ability to measure new forms of publication activity, it now
becomes possible to value other modes of research communication, rather
than just peer reviewed journals. For example, consider this commentary
piece with a high Altmetric score: “Policy: Twenty tips for interpreting
With the ability to measurescientific
new forms
of1 publication activity, it now becomes possible to
claims.”

value other modes of research communication, rather than just peer reviewed journals. For
has captured
how this publication
createdTwenty
strong public
and
example, this commentaryAltmetric
piece with
a high Altmetric
score: “Policy:
tips for
2
policymaker
engagement,
even receiving
a companion
piececreated
in The Guardian,
interpreting scientific claims.”
Altmetric
has captured
how this
publication
strong
2
“Top
20
things
scientists
need
to
know
about
policy-making.”
public and policymaker engagement, even receiving a companion piece in The Guardian,
1
2

2 http://www.theguardian.com/science/2013/
dec/02/scientists-policy-governments-science
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The ability of the research community to conceive of a connected research
system has taken yet another step forward with the rapid adoption of
ORCID identifiers across the globe.3

Top 20 things scientists need to know about policy-making

Via their personal, persistent ORCID identifier, a researcher can take control
of a representation of their own research outputs and connect it to the
systems they interact with. Because ORCID is independent of a researcher’s
local institution, it allows an academic’s record to travel with them in a
structured format. With connections established to any local research
information management system, information such as a list of publications,
curated datasets, or funding records gain a vessel to move without friction
between systems. Providing research systems with pre-populated research
output lists and funding histories not only reduces the burden of data entry,
but can connect systems to a live net of activity records about a researcher.

Yet under traditional assessment paradigms, this article would be unlikely
to be recognized, as it is a commentary piece rather than a peer reviewed
journal article. Armed with new information and efficient ways of collecting data,
institutions are now empowered to value new modes of research engagement.

The popular vision of ORCID is that as a researcher creates new publications
and grant applications using their ORCID identifier, these products will
immediately be discoverable to all systems with which the researcher has a
trusted connection, including researcher profiles like VIVO. Just as research

Based on numbers reported from the University of Melbourne
http://www.nature.com/news/policytwentytipsforinterpretingscientificclaims1.14183

1 http://www.nature.com/news/policy-twenty-tipsfor-interpreting-scientific-claims-1.14183

Within a Research Data Mechanics view of the world that
includes ORCID, researchers remain in control of their
information and there is an ever increasing set of incentives to
reward sharing their information as broadly as possible.
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institutions increasingly track publications as they are published, funders can
track the progress of the researchers that they fund, and publishers can gain
new insight through which to build relationships with their authors.
ORCID forms a backbone for the research ecosystem and fuels our ability
to more rapidly accommodate changes in research practice and the nature
of what is measured and rewarded. One example of change is the desire to
be able to measure research impact and engagement with the public. To this
end, news sites such as The Conversation4 aim to provide researchers with an
outlet to engage the public with their research. These articles are now tracked
in Altmetric and show consistently high levels of engagement with the public.
For those authors who take the time to contribute to The Conversation,
association of their ORCID identity on their Conversation profile pages
should give them the ability, in the future, to be able to track the level of
researcher engagement with the public in almost real time. Following the
template set out by ORCID, the promise is that with researcher consent, as
an article is authored in The Conversation, ORCID will immediately import
the metadata of the article to a researcher's record. From ORCID, the article
metadata is then available to research information management systems such
as Symplectic Elements, and the article’s metrics can be tracked by Altmetric.5
In a similar way, the expansion of the types of research output that are
valued is also enhanced through the connectivity of research systems.
Without manual intervention, it is now possible for a dataset to be shared
in Figshare, harvested by Symplectic Elements and tracked with Altmetric.
Both of these examples exist within the new paradigm of Research Data
Mechanics: the information boundary of conducting research and the
knowing of it through the research ecosystem has been removed.

Institutions

Funders

Publishers

4 https://theconversation.com
5 https://www.altmetric.com/press/pressreleases/altmetric-now-tracking-onlineattention-surrounding-expert-contentpublished-in-the-conversation/
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Advance 3: The disentanglement of
system silos from research workflows
In a Research Data Mechanics view of the world, walled gardens
and system silos are replaced with research processes that can be
managed across multiple systems.
The free movement of metadata between research systems is increasingly
challenging the established notions of where research workflows occur. In
a siloed paradigm, an alignment between system, data, and process made
sense. Within a connected research ecosystem new opportunities for system
collaboration emerge.
Increasing funder mandates on open access publishing are shifting
institutional models of interaction with open access repositories. Depositing
to open access institutional repositories used to be completely voluntary,
making metadata management within a siloed library repository a natural
approach. With an emerging requirement to demonstrate compliance with
funder mandates, publication deposit is now more naturally located within
existing research reporting workflows.
Here is how such an integrated system can work in practice: within Symplectic
Elements, upon entering or confirming that a publication is theirs, researchers
are provided with easy opportunities to both deposit their publication to an
institutional repository, as well as to link their publication to the relevant grant
records. Progress toward open access compliance can then be tracked at an
administrator level. From a researcher’s perspective, their amount of work has
been cut in half; two separate systems have now become integrated. Through
the shifting of repository workflow to the research information management
system, repository interaction has at once become simplified, and gained the
ability of sophisticated compliance reporting.6
A networked approach to metadata creation has a further implication on
repositories. Research data files and their metadata can move through
curation boundaries7 at different rates. Research data repositories such
as Figshare allow researchers to collaborate on research datasets stored
within the repository before they are made publicly available, becoming an
integral part of the research workflow. At the point researchers are willing
to share their data with their colleagues, they can upload their data and
share it via a private URL. As the research moves closer to publication, a
DOI can be reserved to enable its citation. When the dataset is finalized, it
can be published with the minimum data required for data citation. At this
point, there may be further metadata required to both support institutional
curation of a data set, or to enhance its discoverability. With integration
between Symplectic Elements and Figshare, metadata records can be further
tracked and refined within Symplectic Elements, and incorporated into
institutional data workflows.
Figshare is also an example of the new possibilities that are emerging in
an era of cloud based services. Both Figshare for Institutions (FFI) and
the Figshare web portal share a discovery layer hosted on common cloud
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Within a connected
research ecosystem new
opportunities for system
collaboration emerge.
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From a researcher’s
perspective, their amount of
work has been cut in half;
two separate systems have
now become integrated.

6 http://symplectic.co.uk/products/elements/support-open-access-initiatives/
7 http://www.dlib.org/dlib/september07/
treloar/09treloar.html
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A network of service
providers with clearly
defined responsibilities and
clean, interlocking pieces.

infrastructure. Institutions with a FFI licence can choose to integrate this
discovery with a preferred storage solution, whether locally hosted or
provided by another cloud storage service. This interoperability means the
end user encounters a single record on Figshare, while in the background the
responsibility for its care is distributed across a network of service providers
with clearly defined responsibilities and clean, interlocking pieces.

Boundaries for the curation of objects are not only shifting within
institutions. Where once there was a clear separation between the authoring
of a publication and its submission into a journal for review, new online
collaborative environments are connecting these processes.
Overleaf, an online collaborative authoring platform for publication
manuscripts, allows researchers to create publications in the journal
template of their choice from the outset. Once the publication has been
finalized, many journals offer the ability to submit an article from within the
application itself.

The opportunity exists to
transform the metadata
of collaboration into the
metadata of discovery.

The integration of collaborative environments into the research ecosystem
creates new opportunities to define how research information moves
through the ecosystem. As these systems are integrally involved in the
creation of research outputs, the opportunity exists to transform the
metadata of collaboration into the metadata of discovery. Based on author
interactions, and following the template set by ORCID, with consent from
the researcher it should be possible to at least partially derive the role that
they played in creating the article. With review, this role could form part of
the article metadata, articulated in taxonomies such as Project CRedIT.9

Administration

Advance 4: The connection of
collaborative environments into the
research ecosystem
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Within a Research Data Mechanics view of the world, research
collaboration and administrative environments are not only
connected, but the activity of research should be sufficient to
generate most of the metadata required for administration.

8 https://mozillascience.github.io/code-researchobject
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Whilst most of the examples so far have focused on the movement of
metadata, the way that digital research outputs themselves move through
systems is also changing. Within Figshare, there is no longer a need to a
need to physically copy a file as its status shifts across the collaboration/
curation boundary.

9 http://casrai.org/credit

Work is also underway to ensure the ease of transition of research outputs
from other collaborative environments, such as GitHub, so that versioned
software code can be cited and receive credit.8
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Advance 5: The expanding
network of research particles to
cover research grants
Within a Research Data Mechanics view of the world, both
publications and grants are first class particles.
If the trajectory of a publication record has been increasingly well
understood over the last decade, an understanding and similar expectations
for grant records is only beginning to emerge.

Organizations
Cited by papers
Organizations

Here too, change is occurring. Funding bodies are gradually embracing
their role as metadata publishers, with funders such as the NIH (US) and
Wellcome Trust (UK) making grant records available for discovery and reuse
complete with links to publications. Funders are also taking the first steps in
embracing ORCID. Initially with the view to reducing the data entry burden
on researchers, over time funders will also gain the ability to enhance core
grant records with ORCID identifiers, and publish these enhanced records
back to individual ORCID records.
There has also been a shift in the research system’s understanding of a grant
record, from primarily being an administrative record to a fundamental
particle of analysis that helps identify the current and future directions of
research. With the recent establishment of Dimensions from ÜberResearch,
funders, institutions, and publishers now have access to a global funding
analysis tool that enables decisions to be made around what research areas
to pursue, what grants to fund and which reviewers to approach. With
integration back into Symplectic Elements, this information is also available
to enhance the existing grant records with abstracts and automatic links to
publications where available.

Sub Contracts

GRANT

Investigators

Funders
Classiﬁed

A grant record is a
fundamental particle
of analysis that helps
reveal the current
directions of research.
10 S ee how Dimensions for Funders supports the
grant process: http://www.uberresearch.com/
dimensions-for-funders/
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A grant begins as an idea, perhaps as a collaboration on a proposal. It is
submitted to a funder for assessment10 against other proposals, both past and
present. It may be rejected, or returned with suggestions to collaborate with
other similar proposals. If it is successfully awarded, it may be in a modified form.
As the awarded grant is communicated back to the institution, it influences
the systems around it, triggering a set of governance actions around financial
reporting, but also in the way that publications associated are reported. A
grant may also be further structured with subcontracts to other institutions.
As work associated with the grant progresses, the set of researchers
associated with the grant increases beyond the named investigators. The
grant collects related publications and results, which in turn provide the
context for the assessment of further research.
In each of these stages, the progression of grant information encounters
many information silos and rekeying events. The net result is that the
quality of grant information in the research system is generally poor when
compared to publications.
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For research particles to
keep utility as they travel
between systems, the
context against which they
are described must be
externally available.

Advance 6: The rise of organizational
context: an increasing shift from
internal to externally linked identifiers
Within a Research Data Mechanics view of the world, as
information travels through the research system, its context
must be externally connected.

The free movement of metadata between research systems has a subtle
prerequisite. In order for our research particles to not lose utility as they
travel between systems, the context against which they are described must
also be externally available.
As a publication moves from system to system, it leaves its internal
identifiers behind. For example a publication that cannot be linked to an
external representation of a person or organization loses the ability to be
easily recombined with information from other systems. This is particularly
the case with institutional benchmarking that covers both traditional and
alternative metrics.
Typically, institutional benchmarking of publication output is facilitated
through the association of author affiliation strings to organizational
identifiers. However, this approach falls apart when identifiers can only be
expressed with reference to a particular collection and purpose. As the
study of altmetrics broadens the scope of valuable research outputs, this
has immediate consequences on the ability of the research system to form
new perspectives on research engagement. What is the set of organizational
identifiers that allows traditional research articles to be aggregated with
policy documents, and news articles from other sources? A similar challenge
exists for research classifications. Without reference to any given system,
what are the classification schemas that allows a broad set of research
outputs to be classified? External reference systems, increasingly encoded as
Linked Open Data, are becoming a critical component of an analyst's toolkit.

Before

Internal
org.

Isolated research system

Connected researchThese
system
challenges have been front and foremost in the development of

What is the set of
organizational identifiers
that allows traditional
research articles to be
aggregated with policy
documents, and news
articles from other sources?

systems under the Digital Science umbrella. Instead of building internal
classification systems, Digital Science products have adopted the Australian
and New Zealand Standard Research Classification Fields of Research (FOR)
as a broad research classification scheme across Dimensions, Symplectic
Elements, Altmetric and Figshare. More recently, in recognition of the need
for an openly available curated and accurate set of research institution
identifiers, Digital Science has released GRID (Global Research Identifier
Database), and is working with the research community to ensure that
openly available organizational identifiers become part of the metadata of an
object from the point at which it is created.

After

Internal
org.

Connected research system

stem
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Next steps for Research
Data Mechanics
The boundaries of this
system should be continually
pushed, reaching deep
into research collaboration,
and spanning research
administration, and discovery.

A commitment to increase available context

The preceding examples have outlined a way to understand the changes
occurring in the research system as a paradigm shift in research information
management. Without a shared commitment to maintaining this changing
trajectory however, it is all too easy to fall back on old system behaviours.
To this end, it is perhaps useful to encode Research Data Mechanics as a set
of commitments, and corresponding laws:
A commitment to an expanding research information citizenship
A commitment to providing quality research metadata surrounding
each molecule of research information is a system-wide responsibility.
Pastoral responsibility for research metadata extends across boundaries,
including researcher collaborations, publishers, research libraries, research
offices, research IT departments, research engagement, and research
platform providers. The boundaries of this system should be continually
pushed, reaching deep into research collaboration and spanning research
administration, and discovery.

For a molecule of research metadata to move effectively between systems,
the contextual information around it - the things that are linked to, must
also be openly and persistently available. Only through a commitment to
externally referenced identifiers can information move freely.
3rd Law of Research Data Mechanics
Research particles can only exist in an openly available shared context.

Consider again the
following structure:
A publication molecule, published and classified. A product of funded research.
Authored by researchers who are affiliated to institutions. Traveling through a
trusted ether of systems supported by an open community of research citizens.

As we interact with particles of research information, their metadata
profile expands making the curation of research information not the
providence of a single repository, but of the research system itself. As
consumers and creators of research information, we are also research
information citizens with increasingly defined responsibilities. Investing
effort in clarifying what our responsibilities to research information are,
is at least, if not more important than than work that seeks to define
standards for its communication.

1st Law of Research Data Mechanics
A research particle can only travel through a space created by its research
information citizens.

Researchers

Funders
Institutions

Service providers
Publishers

A commitment to reduce information friction
A research system with minimal information friction allows the research
community to make the most from what it knows. As roles within the
research information citizenry are refined, this commitment is as much a
social one as it is a technical one.

2nd Law of Research Data Mechanics
Research information has maximum utility to the sector when its progress
through the system encounters minimal latency.
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Research Information Citizenship
It is with this understanding of research information that Digital Science hopes
to contribute to a new Research Data Mechanics and demonstrate a new
approach to supporting the research industry.
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